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Abstract
This article examines the growing use of digital-networked images, specifically online self-portraits or “selfies”, as deliber-
ate and personal acts of political expression and the ways in which meaning evolves and expands from their presence on
the Internet. To understand the role of digital-networked images as a site for engaging in a personal and connective “visual”
action that leads to formation of transient communities, the author analyzes the nude self-portrait of the young Egyptian
woman AliaaMagda Elmahdy, which during the Egyptian uprisings in 2011 drew attention across social media. As an object
of analysis this image is a prime example of the use of digital-networked images in temporally intentional distribution, and
as an instance of political enactment unique to this era. This article also explains the concept of participatory narratives
as an ongoing process of meaning formation in the digital-networked image, shaped by the fluidity of the multiple and
immediate textual narratives, visual derivatives, re-appropriation, and remixes contributed by other interested viewers.
The online circulation of digital-networked images in fact culminates in a flow of ever-changing and overarching narratives,
broadening the contextual scope around which images are traditionally viewed.
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1. Introduction
The profusion of online images disseminated by mo-
bile communication devices onto social media, and
particularly in near-immediate response to social, cul-
tural, or political events is indicative of a contempo-
rary phenomenon in which “digital-networked images”
have become deliberate, individual acts of political iden-
tity where post-state expression of ideological commit-
ment is enacted (Kasra, 2017). Made or captured pri-
marily by non-professionals for social media distribution
through means of participatory communication, digital-
networked images increasingly function as a new venue
for political advocacy and engagement. The accessibil-
ity, affordability, and immediacy of expression brought
about by new technology continuously allow networked,
global citizens to participate independently in civic dis-
course without the structure, affiliation, or constraint as-
sociated with traditional political agency. Indeed, image-
based activism via snapshots, avatars, and selfies not
only has the power to bend the rules that have histor-
ically defined and determined a political organization’s
purpose or direction, but to also construct new collec-
tive, political, and protest identities on social media (Ger-
baudo, 2015). “Image activists” in fact sometimes partic-
ipate in civic engagement independent even of others
who share their ideological point of view but who may
disagree with the style of expression.1
1 In the past decade, social media users have increasingly used images, memes, avatars and selfies to mobilize, organize and participate in globalized
politics (Kraidy, 2016; Kuntsman, 2016; Mottahedeh, 2015; Van Zoonen, Vis, & Mihelj, 2010) or construct new collective identities (Gerbaudo, 2015).
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Although the impact and visibility of these images is
sometimes fleeting and short-lived, as they may be for-
gotten and submerged in the cacophony of newly up-
loaded photographs and videos or follow-on news sto-
ries, by circulating across social media digital-networked
images are increasingly effective in provoking action and
influencing viewers’ political judgment in empowering
new ways. Activist-images are also just as likely to linger
perpetually, as they are shared and re-shared in innumer-
able spaces, stored on accessible servers, and reposted
by users who can remix and/or repurpose them at any
point for their own aims. As cultural objects infused with
agency, these images represent a wholly new era of po-
litical expression, and they are saturated with moral, eth-
ical and geo-political nuances and force.
To better understand the role of digital-networked
images as a site for engaging in a personal ‘visual’ action,
this article analyzes a nude self-portraiture, captured and
disseminated online by a young Egyptian woman Aliaa
Magda Elmahdy, which during the Egyptian uprisings in
2011 drew profound attention across social media in
part because of the nudity it displayed. As an artifact of
the visual activism phenomenon, Elmahdy’s self-portrait
is a prime example of the use of digital-networked im-
ages in temporally intentional distribution, and as an
instance of political enactment unique to 21st century.
Studying the image also furthers the current scholarship
on political implications of selfies and their impact on
notions of power, citizenship, democracy, and protest
among others. Even though Elmahdy’s self-portrait was
not captured by a smart phone camera held at arm’s
length or pointed at a mirror, an attribute commonly de-
tected in a selfie image, her image is typical of a con-
temporary selfie image. A selfie is primarily a networked
self-portrait taken to be disseminated across the Web
and social media (Tifentale &Manovich, 2015). Similarly,
Elmahdy took the image of herself for the sole purpose
of uploading it on to her blog page and sharing it online.
The method of analysis used here to discuss the im-
plications of social media image activism is twofold: first,
it applies semiotic analysis using Barthes’ (1980) theoret-
ical concept of the rhetoric of the image which he posits
contain three layers of a meaning: linguistic, denoted,
and connoted. Examining Elmahdy’s visual political ex-
pression from a multidisciplinary perspective necessar-
ily leads to inquiries about the meaning of the digital-
networked image and its reliance on the multiple and
immediate textual narratives and visual derivatives that
form and circulate in response to it, specifically since
they exist outside the image-makers’ original intention
and control. Most importantly, in their circulation across
theWeb, derivatives, appropriations and remixes further
transform the narrative and meaning of the original im-
age away from the original intent of the image-maker. Be-
cause of the dynamic environment in which they func-
tion, this analysis of selfie-derived digital activism and
its associative texts hereafter posits participatory nar-
rative as a new category of meaning formation in re-
search about the political use of digital-networked im-
ages.2 Within online communities, participatory narra-
tives arise from evolving conversations that inspires re-
sponses that may likewise be contingent upon other me-
diated, citizen-produced visual byproducts surrounding
an image. In short, participatory narratives reflect a di-
alectic relationship between individuals and digital tech-
nology that takes expression across social media.
Given this dialectic environment, this study fur-
ther imposes sociopolitical analysis using Bennett &
Segerberg’s (2012) theory of connective action for un-
derstanding personalized politics in the 21st century and
Gerbaudo’s (2014, 2015) framework on how individual-
ized forms of politics are in fact manifestations of new
forms of collective identities in the contemporary web.
Digital-networked images such as Elmahdy’s reveal their
capacity to serve as a popular easy-to-personalize ac-
tion frame through which other participants are then
able to channel their own personal stories, interpreta-
tions, and histories as part of various collective iden-
tities. In effect, interconnected online citizens, or neti-
zens, participate politically by creatively producing, mix-
ing, re-appropriating, and even circulating their own orig-
inal creations, imbuing them with a particular, personal
aesthetic, leading to construction of a collective we-
ness. In doing so, whether purposely or indirectly, they
fundamentally alter the framework for political protest-
ing (Gerbaudo, 2015), which has historically been con-
ceived as a centralized, one-to-many or few-to-many on
the ground act using a shared and singular approach
(Melucci, Keane, & Mier, 1989; Taylor & Whittier, 1992).
2. Analytical Perspectives on Digital-Networked
Images as Personal, Political Action
Using personal digital-networked images to express so-
ciopolitical opinions conveys a different kind of personal
presence operating within political discourse than one
achieved through textual forms of online communication
or, for that matter, through the collective action strate-
gies designed by any political organization. Unlike in the
past, when comparatively few individuals with access to
the expensive technologies of image making could en-
gage in this powerful form of expression, the increasing
ubiquity of mobile and affordable digital cameras, their
vastly improved design in the last decade, and the im-
mediacy of social media connecting political geographies
and borders allows ordinary citizens around the globe
to instantly announce their support or disenchantment
with ruling parties or public policy. Digital-networked im-
ages have the potential to disrupt even state-imposed
political processes through this creative form of visual
2 The phrase participatory narrative alludes to Jenkin’s (2009) phrase “participatory culture” from the early days of the Internet whereby he brought
attention to the participatory qualities of digital media that encouraged communities to creatively and actively interact, collaborate and participate in
production of culture and promoted civic engagement.
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expression (Gerbaudo, 2015; Kraidy, 2016; Mottahedeh,
2015; Van Zoonen et al., 2010).
In Representing the Unrepresentable, her seminal
study of political identity in Iranian cinema, Motta-
hedeh (2008) justifies her use of Foucault’s archeological
method as a means to study the reciprocal and ahistori-
cal link between visual texts and political identity. Motta-
hedeh reasserts Foucault’s focus upon “transformations
in their specificity” (p. 118) in order to account for discon-
tinuity in the evolution of an idea—or in this discussion,
the life of a digital-networked image—this approach also
captures the phenomenon of specific, individual intel-
lects expressing political agency in what I deem a post-
state sphere using the technology of the digital image.
Mottahedeh explains that it is in the moment of con-
frontation between individual intellect and state intent
that transformation, reorganization and reconstitution
of meaning production takes place (p. 120). Upending
systems of power and knowledge, activist-inspired self-
ies resituate political power, knowledge and information
distribution towithin the individual. Reimagining cultural
image-artifacts in this way “is a task with global conse-
quences” (p. 120) in that it concomitantly alters our un-
derstanding of institutions and technologies themselves.
As professional photographers will attest, selfies also
disrupt previous paradigms within the disciplines that
frame their cultural acceptance. For both elected officials
and disciplinary practitioners, therefore, selfies beg the
question “where is this decentering of power taking us
and how far?” to which none of us quite know the an-
swer. Nevertheless, in their potent ability to draw public
attention away from state or conventional narratives and
onto expressions by individuals who are unrepresented,
misrepresented and marginalized, digital-networked im-
ages of the sort examined here afford power over hege-
monic conventions.
Prior to the era of ubiquitous digital communication,
the points of entry into protest spaces were primarily fa-
cilitated by the organized groups who directed citizens’
participation andmobilizationwithinwell-defined action
frames (Bennett & Segerberg, 2012, p. 770). The focus of
these group-oriented action frameswas on building a sin-
gle collective identity or “the shared definition of a group
that derives from its members’ common interests, expe-
riences and solidarity” (Taylor & Whittier, 1992, p. 105).
A good example of a collective action frame is street
protesters showing solidarity with a cause by marching
shoulder-to-shoulder, wearing identically-designed out-
fits, or carrying posters and placards that the organiza-
tions provided for them. By creating a shared sense of
identity and “we-ness”, collective agents were tradition-
ally organized towards collective action.
The present age of personal, networked communi-
cation ushers in a new paradigm for sociopolitical orga-
nization centered not on forming a single shared iden-
tity but instead on individuals and temporary person-
alized actions and communication methods (Bennett &
Segerberg, 2012). Affirming the process of individualiza-
tion in networked societies, Castells (2004) states that
the frames of action in the new context are shaped and
reshaped according to the values and needs of individual
political actors and “the need and desire for sharing and
co-experiencing” (p. 223). Similarly, using the term “con-
nective action” Bennett and Segerberg (2012) examine
the impact of the Internet and social media communica-
tion technologies on recent sociopolitical movements to
argue that citizens’ engagement with this emerging form
of political action “is more derived through inclusive
and diverse large-scale personal expression than through
common group or ideological identification” (p. 744).
Connective action, according to the authors, enables par-
ticipants to contribute to a social movement by spread-
ing their content to intra- and interpersonal networks on
social media.
Connective action is a useful concept for grasping
the role of citizen-produced digital-networked images in
sociopolitical movements. Offering an alternative visual
model for organization, mobilization, and coordination
of participation in the 21st century, the images express
their contributors’ identities, personalities, and narra-
tives and serve as personalized, visual means of commu-
nication. But the strong sense of solidarity and collec-
tive we-ness that forms among and between digital ac-
tivists, particularly in relation or response to selfies and
other digital-networked images, which take on a life of
their own, reveals that connective action is not sufficient
to fully describe contemporary social media movements.
As such, Gerbaudo (2015) argues that the social media
era ushers in an emergent form of collective identifica-
tion whereby image rallies and avatar protests, which
he refers to as “memetic signifiers”, are inherently dif-
ferent from traditional protest and a unified collective
identity (p. 928). Enabled by connective actions and prac-
tices, Gerbaudo maintains, the networked media bring
fragmented online communications and interactions to-
gether that form collective identities and highly person-
alized and transient communities (p. 920). In essence,
while digital-networked images allow for self-expression
and personalization of protest activity, they lead to new
ways of experiencing and constructing collectiveness and
group solidarity. These images support the “individuals-
in-the-group” characteristic of social media protesting
as proposed by Milan (2015) wherein the author argues
that in the Internet age “the ‘collective’ is experienced
through the ‘individual’ and the group is the means of
collective action, rather than its end” (p. 888).
Nevertheless, the frameworks of connective and col-
lective action do not explain the reasons why among a
large pool of digital-networked images only a select num-
ber become instrumental in shifting the political tide,
even if briefly. Nor does it explain the political implica-
tions of these personalized acts of expression circulating
on social media. Is it the content of the image that di-
rectly or indirectly alters its sociopolitical impact, or the
mode of dissemination the image-maker employs? That
is, if a digital-networked image is deployed to announce
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one’s political beliefs howdoes it constructmeaning such
that when it is disseminated it generates new participa-
tory narratives, and to what end?
3. Digital-Networked Image and Formation of Meaning
A semiotic analysis of emerging, visual modes of civic
engagement is useful in understanding how meaning is
communicated in digital-networked images and to what
extent they function socio-politically. Within, among and
between images, Barthes’ (1980) taxonomy for under-
standing meaning construction offers a tool for studying
digital-networked images that are specifically designed
to be politically charged. According to Barthes, the three
different layers of messages mediated through an im-
age are the denoted or literal message, the connoted
or symbolic message, and the linguistic message. He de-
scribes the denoted message as literal and straightfor-
ward, specifically the representation of a visible object
in a defined temporal and physical setting. The connoted
message is considered symbolic, a representation of the
representation, as it were. Furthermore, the meaning of
the connoted message, Barthes (1979) argues, is drawn
from “themanner inwhich the society to a certain extent
communicates what it thinks of it” (p. 197). The reading
of a photograph is thus solely contingent and dependent
on the individual viewing it and the socio-cultural frame
through which one decodes its message (p. 206).
Consequently, an image can andmust be interpreted
in variety of ways simply because connoted signifiers
are not created and understood through a single set of
historical, social, or cultural codes. Pointing to the plu-
rality and variability of readings among image viewers,
Barthes (1980) writes, “The variation in readings is not,
however, anarchic; it depends on the different kinds
of knowledge—practical, national, cultural, aesthetic—
invested in the image, and these can be classified and
brought into a typology” (p. 280). I propose that a typol-
ogy of politicized digital-networked images is a necessary
foundation for predicting the trajectory of future politi-
cal agency, which is clearly changing in disruptively inno-
vative ways. The conventions and codes that an image-
maker uses to embed connotations could vary signifi-
cantly from those the viewer will use to decode the mes-
sage. Viewers, according to Barthes, interpret the mean-
ing of the images based on their own experiences and
their contextual points of view. Any reading of an im-
age therefore varies according to the individual viewing
it and the context in which it appears, and each with its
own potential, and perhaps immeasurable, force. That
force of persuasion embedded within digital-networked
images evolves, I would argue, from an inherent agree-
ment between image-makers and their imagined and
real viewers about civic autonomy.
Lastly, Barthes defines a linguistic message as a ver-
bal signifier that is provided for better understanding of
pictures, for example a caption alongside an image. He
argues that while it is within the interrelation of all types
of messages that meaning is constructed, it is an image’s
accompanying text that guides the viewer to a partic-
ular interpretation of the photograph. Further, Barthes
suggests that images are polysemous; that is, they con-
tain multiple layers of meaning and can be interpreted
in many ways (p. 274). The linguistic message controls
the meaning in otherwise polysemous images, directing
them towards a chosen meaning. The text and image
therefore can never be viewed as separate from one an-
other; only together do they communicate meaning.
Barthes analysis helps us to explore the process
of meaning formation in digital-networked images in
the context of political expression. But while a photo-
graph’s meaning has historically been contingent on the
intentions of the person who created it and the con-
text under which it was received, the pairing of the
medium of photography with instantaneous social me-
dia has enabled an even more complex system of mean-
ing in digital-networked images. This duo directly im-
pacts their sociopolitical implications of photographs, of-
fers far greater fluidity in meaning creation, and argues
for an expansion of Barthes’ taxonomy. To that end,
the prolific invention of meaning stemming from digital-
networked images—dialogic imagery—birthed by au-
tonomous intellects and delivered by ever-expanding
technology, has the potential to challenge political con-
trol and hegemony.
The online circulation of digital-networked images
not only empowers citizens to visually broadcast their po-
litical stance beyond geographic and state boundaries, it
also enlivens the contextual frame within which a post-
state visual expression may be viewed and interpreted.
While the imagesmay be randomly sandwiched between
other completely unrelated images as an end-users click
through offerings on the Web, they do so from an in-
formed cultural perspective, and this guides the reading
of each image they encounter. That is to say, the con-
text of the image’s viewing is carried within the viewer,
and this enables even greater freedomof thought and en-
gagement for individuals on both ends of the image. Like-
wise, the image itself is imbued with political meaning
through its semiotic composition and contextual frame.
Image-maker, image, and image viewer all exist in a vastly
expanded frame of reference, and this defines a new di-
rection for research in communication and political sci-
ence, among other disciplines.
Moreover, the easy access to image-making tools and
image-sharing platforms, and, importantly, the instanta-
neous link between these technologies, births continu-
ous and overarching flows of reciprocal narratives and
visual derivatives, and their cascading participatory ef-
fect further influences the intent, meaning and conse-
quent impact of digital-networked images upon political
scenes. So where in earlier times the image taker was
a static, privileged entity discriminately producing and
sharing an image that could then be the focus of farmore
localized interpretation (as in print publication), a digital-
networked image functions indiscriminately in planetary
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swirls of reading and rereading, each time with uncon-
trolled and decentered interpretative power.
Understanding this phenomenon is far more com-
plex than any single image could elucidate; however, se-
lected, notable examples provide a focus for establish-
ing a method to study this emerging visual-political phe-
nomenon. In this article, I interpret digital-networked im-
ages captured and created by Middle Eastern women
protestors during the Arab Spring and discuss their po-
litical meaning and implications. Because these images
represent women’s protests against patriarchal and so-
ciopolitical repression, they allow us to examine artifacts
of autonomous agency within this political context. Fur-
ther, they offer a site for study of Web-based feminist
expression and political intervention that leads to digi-
tal collectivism.
4. The Selfie of Aliaa Magda Elmahdy
The 2011 self-published self-portrait, selfie, of Aliaa
Elmahdy, a young Egyptian woman, presents an oppor-
tunity to analyze the meaning and impact of digital-
networked images that are intended to partake in
civic movements or express political dissent (Figure 1).
Elmahdy’s nude selfie incorporates artistic and personal
forms of 21st century political action in response to the
ongoing repression, misogyny, and censorship targeting
women in Egypt. Since she posted the image to her newly
Figure 1. Aliaa Magda Elmahdy nude self-portrait (selfie)
published on her blog “A Rebel’s Diary”, in 2011.
launched blog, “A Rebel’s Diary”, on October 23, 2011,
Elmhady’s imagehas drawnattention across socialmedia
platforms and brought over 9 million visitors to her site.
OnNovember 17, 2011,ABCNews reported that the post
received 1.7 million hits since the day it was published,
and according to a CNN report, the number of Elmahdy’s
Twitter followers increased in size from a few hundred to
more than 14,000 (Fadel Fahmy, 2011).
In the image, which Elmhady published in black and
white, she simply stands in front of the camera wearing
only black stockings and a pair of red flat shoes, with a
red flower adorning her hair. Resting her right foot on
the nearby footstool and her hands casually against her
thighs, she confidently looks straight in the camera. Cap-
tioning the image, she writes:
Put on trial the artists’ models who posed nude for
art schools until the early 70s, hide the art books
and destroy the nude statues of antiquity, then un-
dress and stand before a mirror and burn your bodies
that you despise to forever rid yourselves of your sex-
ual hang-ups before you direct your humiliation and
chauvinism and dare to try to deny me my freedom
of expression.
Elmahdy’s public nudity appears to be a declaration of
her rights as a female Egyptian citizen. As the accompa-
nying text suggests, her depiction of nudity is an overt
demand to end the existing sexism, repression, and vi-
olence against Egyptian women, particularly in view of
the rising influence of the Islamist party in her coun-
try’s politics.
Looking at Elmahdy’s self-portrait, the denoted mes-
sages, or visible signifiers, are easily identifiable: a nude
Middle-Eastern woman, her red hair flower, red flat
shoes, the footstool, and a room that appears to be a
bedroom space. These denoted messages literally trans-
late to “a naked woman standing in a bedroom”. While
the nudity may raise curiosity in the viewers’ mind, with
its similarity to millions of other female nudes in the
online space, Elmahdy’s digital-networked image looks
like a familiar non-coded, nude self-portrait. However,
as Barthes affirms, no image can be purely denoted.
The meaning of an image is extracted through connoted
messages hiddenwithin the photographic images. Image
treatment or stylistic interventions of composition, light-
ing, coloring, and juxtaposition provide connoted layers
of meaning.
Yet, upon closer reading amateurism becomes ap-
parent in the photograph. The arrangement of the vi-
sual elements does not follow the conventions of profes-
sional photography in terms of composition, focus, light-
ing, or framing; the background’s texture and lines are
distracting and the cropping of the image is too tight, es-
pecially towards the bottom of the photograph. The on-
camera flash has created a harsh, unnatural shadow con-
tour around the body, which is another common feature
of non-professional photographs.
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Despite its amateur composition, Elmahdy’s self-
portrait is nevertheless calculated and planned. Specif-
ically, her choice of red shoes and a red flower in
her hair, deliberately juxtaposed against a monochro-
matic backdrop, and the irony implied in Elmahdy’s non-
erotic pose yet titillating floral stockings, stir curios-
ity. Elmahdy’s careful use of red within the monochro-
matic scene heightens the impact of the image, sepa-
rating it from other color self-portrait snapshots—and
other sexualized pornographic images—found on the
Web. The sparing use of red within the monochromatic
tone also directs the viewer’s gaze through the contours
of Elmahdy’s naked figure, drawing the eyes from the red
flower to the red shoes and away from her exposed pri-
vate areas in the center of the composition. As a result,
the image emphasizes her censored and forgotten femi-
ninity, without being overtly sexual.
Even though the tight stockings suggest sexuality,
and her nakedness implies vulnerability, Elmahdy’s pierc-
ing gaze confronts the viewer with a sense of self-
confidence that is very different from the self-effacing
demeanor enforced upon Muslim women. On the con-
trary, Elmahdy is neither friendly nor inviting. Appear-
ing unconcerned about her nakedness, which has now
been seen repeatedly on the Web and will persist for an
indeterminate time, Elmahdy’s visage lacks any trace of
emotion, whether happiness, coquetry, sadness, or even
anger. In her nudity, she re-inscribes externally-imposed
definitions of her own personhood against Arab and Is-
lamic definitions of privacy, womanhood, modesty, and
respectability by boldly refusing to hide any aspect of her
sexuality and femininity.
5. Digital-Networked Image as Rebel’s Diary
Taking the selfie against a wood-paneled wall that ap-
pears to be in a bedroom3—a familiar domestic domain—
Elmahdy knowingly broadcasts her private body and pri-
vate sphere publicly on social media. Posting the image
on social media, she leaves the confines of the domes-
tic space and goes outside, all by herself, to demand at-
tention to her female existence and her neglected needs.
Bearing in mind that in most Muslim countries women
are assigned to the domestic sphere, and that women’s
presence in society is usually chaperoned by patriarchal
guardianship (father, brother, or husband), Elmahdy’s
selfie represents an extreme act of transgression and re-
bellion or as Kraidy (2016) puts it a “radical mode of
creative insurgency” (p. 161). Through the process of
self-representation, she constructs a political subjectiv-
ity, reclaims control over her body, and breaks away from
the social constraints and traditional Arab mores and
customs about women’s seclusion from the public. Not
only did her choice to appear undressed in front of cam-
era indicate female promiscuity in the Arab culture, but
Elmahdy’s red hair flower and tight lace stockings demon-
strate rebellion even against the idea of female modesty.
But the meaning of Elmahdy’s digital-networked im-
age does not clearly reveal itself until the viewer pairs
the image with its textual accompaniment or linguistic
message. The written text, which functions in the form
of caption, username, and blog name, elucidates and fur-
ther contextualizes additional meaning, and provides a
set of interpretative schemes to better understand the
photograph. In stark contrast to her peaceful pose and
seemingly indifferent gaze, Elmahdy’s written text is vi-
olent and confrontational. It sets out a sense of anger
and destruction that is not visible in the image. Even
though the selfie conveys her revolt to reclaim her fem-
ininity within a passive pose, her near-manifesto cap-
tion is filled with active verbs that shame the reader for
the injustice, humiliation, negligence, and ignorance im-
posed upon Egyptian women. Writing, “put on trial the
artists’ models…hide the books…destroy the nude stat-
ues of antiquity…burn your bodies” she demands an end
to the misogyny that she and other Egyptian women
have endured for centuries. By including a verbal caption,
Elmahdy forthrightly asserts how she wants her body to
be read by the unending, global and reactionary audi-
ence she clearly imagined and predicted.
Elmahdy’s aesthetic choices, the accompanying text,
and her use of the Web as a medium of dissemination
indicate a purposeful visual and political construction,
blurring the line between photography and political in-
surgency. In that regard, Elmahdy’s conceptual approach
and execution closely resemble the style and conven-
tions of several contemporary feminist artists who em-
braced female nudity and the female body as a sub-
ject of continuous self-exploration. These similarities in-
voke another layer of political meaning into Elmahdy’s
deceptively personal selfie. Specifically, political self-
portraiture has been explored creatively by feminist
artist Hannah Wilke, who, through a series of nude self-
portrait still images and videos, defined and redefined
womanhood outside of the social norm established by
the art world in particular and by mass media generally.
Wilke frequently presented her own fully- or partially-
naked body, in front of the camera using her own images
in creative political expression.
For example, in her provocative photo series Intra-
Venus, Wilke (1992) confronts the viewer with a for-
bidden subject: her nude female body while undergo-
ing chemotherapy as she battles lymphoma drawing at-
tention to the political implications of cancer and of
women’s experience of it. In one of the self-portraits, she
stands against a white wall naked and facing the camera.
Wilke’s body appears indisposed, vulnerable, and weak,
but her pose conveys conviction and energy. Posing like
a high fashionmodel, she places one hand on her hip and
the other on her stomach, and bends her right knee in—
a pose used in marketing and modeling to make the hips
appear slimmer. She directs her gaze towards the cam-
era, she presents the viewer an unseen state of the fem-
inine body; instead of high heels, she’s in white house
3 She later wrote on Twitter that she took the image at her parents’ house.
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slippers. With the simple composition and the flash illu-
mination reflected on Wilke’s body, the photograph first
appears candid, transparently denoting cancer and ap-
proaching death.
Wilke’s photographs present layers of meaning and
the bold image of a body ravaged by cancer is not only
denotative, but also connotes a political statement left
for the reader to impose upon it. Wilke’s boldly nude
artistry is both distant enough from viewers to keep her
safe from harm and at the same time penetratingly dis-
ruptive for viewers because it provokes cultural norms
revealing a contradictory view of the feminine body, one
that challenges mainstream capitalistic ideals of feminin-
ity, feminine beauty, and youth in the Western culture.
Wilke’s photograph is not a snapshot capturing an instant
and candidmoment but a personal-is-political statement
rendered in photography. This may bewhy it became the
method used by AliaaMagda Elmahdy. In likemanner, by
posing nude in front of the camera Elmahdy unveils fe-
male sexuality that’s been tangled with repressive social
codes of modesty and morals. She uses her unclothed
body to reveal the censored sexuality and suppressed
voices of Egyptian women she strives to reclaim.
Another photograph from the early feminist art
movement resembling Elmahdy’s is the infamous self-
portrait of Lynda Benglis, which appeared as an ad page
in the November, 1974, issue of Artforum. Benglis spent
$3,000 to buy the ad space—a significant amount for the
time—to advertise for her upcoming exhibition at the
Paula Cooper Gallery in New York City. In the ad, she
poses nakedholding a latex dildo in her right hand to sym-
bolically represent the power associated with masculin-
ity (Ratcliff, n.d.). By publishing an image of herself as a
phallic woman in a reputable and popular art magazine,
Benglis mocks the male domination and overrepresenta-
tion in the art world and rebels against underrepresenta-
tion of women. Like Benglis, Elmahdy breaks the rules by
inserting herself in a male-dominated public discourse.
6. Vulgarity as Digital Artifact: Online Political
Reactions
Nonetheless, even if Elmahdy could afford to buy an ex-
pensive ad space, she could never appear nude in any
print or broadcasting media in the Middle East. The cul-
tural and religious laws strictly prohibit Muslim women
from appearing in public without the Islamic dress code
and in parts of the region women are punished for not
complying with the prescribed dress code. As an Egyp-
tianwomanwith unconventional ideas, Elmahdy success-
fully defies public restrictions by using the Internet as
her method of communication. Publishing her selfie on-
line granted her access to an audience much larger than
the number of subscribers to any magazine or local TV
station. Unlike Benglis, whose audience was limited to
Artforum subscribers, or Wilke, whose work was seldom
widely published outside the limited spaces of galleries
and museums and hence generally remained within the
small circle of art enthusiasts, Elmahdy’s image reached
Internet users around the world and her story was cov-
ered by major news media outlets. Thus, through online
circulation, Elmahdy’s work became more widely known
among the general public than the other acclaimed art-
works. The distribution of her digital-networked image
transformed an act of political insurgency into an icon-
oclasm, a post-state personalized political artifact that
enabled Elmahdy to participate in social uprising on a
global level, without physically protesting on the street
or putting herself in danger for appearing nude on a pub-
lic street.
This perhaps contributes to why Elmahdy’s online
declaration of political position was subjected her to
risks or adverse reaction. Indeed, the backlash against
the online circulation of Elmahdy’s photograph was such
that even secular, liberal opposition groups immediately
and publicly rejected any affiliation with Elmahdy, fear-
ing that her radical behavior could potentially damage
their reputation and popularity among Egyptian voters in
the upcoming parliamentary election. On Twitter, Egyp-
tian liberals expressed concerns that the conservative
Islamists would blame the party for Elmahdy’s action:
“They’re gonna throw it all on liberals and seculars [sic]”
(AliHgrs, 2011).
With the image circulating the Web and on the me-
dia, the Egyptian opposition felt the need to immediately
disavow any connection to Elmahdy, especially since she
described herself as a secular, liberal feminist Egyptian
on her blog. On November 17, 2011, the New York Times
reported that in an interview with the Pan-Arab news
channel Al Arabiya, Tarek al-Kholi, the spokesperson for
the liberal activist group “April 6th YouthMovement” de-
nied that Elmahdy was ever a member of the group, say-
ing, “themovement does not have anymembers who en-
gage in such behavior” (Stack & Kirkpatricknov, 2011).4
An Egyptian political group to publicly renouncing
an unknown feminist blogger5 reveals that by releas-
ing the unconventional digital-networked image on so-
cial media, Elmahdy posed a threat to the opposi-
tion group’s collective identity as well as political con-
trol of her female identity. Instead of adhering to the
organization’s action frameworks, she independently
and deliberately constructed her own political identity
and inhabited the globalized political space in a radi-
cally individualist way. What’s more, the Egyptian op-
position wasn’t the only group denouncing Elmahdy’s
nude selfie. Many other viewers from across the Arab
world also equated the self-portrait with impropriety
and even pornography. For instance, labeling the selfie
4 “April 6th YouthMovement” was amajor player in the revolt that unseated Egypt’s PresidentMubarak and a group in which, according to several media
outlets, Elmahdy claimed membership (Stack & Kirkpatricknov, 2011).
5 This level of attention is astonishing considering that Elmahdy wasn’t an established blogger in the otherwise highly active Egyptian blogosphere. In
fact, she had only published one other post prior to the October 23 entry, compiled on September 25, 2011.
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as obscene and appalling, a Twitter user who de-
scribes himself as an evolving orthodox Muslim and the
founder of http://MuslimMatters.org denounced and
ridiculed Elmahdy by tweeting, “#NudePhotoRevolution-
ary or #NudePhotoDevaluationary? Egyptians rose to
get rid of Mubarak, not to open a local chapter of
Play(Arab)boy” (Ahmad, 2011). Another Twitter user re-
flected on Elmahdy’s image by calling it “a disgrace to
Egyptian women” (Maryam, 2011). Aside from attacking
Elmahdy’s character, many users dismissed her image as
a political act and questioned its sociopolitical impact,
writing comments such as “stripping down for a ‘cause’
is absolute bull shit” (Noorhan, 2011).
The dismissing tweets manifest that by situating a
woman’s privatemoment within Egypt’s public discourse
and by disseminating it publicly and globally, Elmahdy’s
nude selfie committed a violation of the codes of con-
duct that women, even women outside of Egypt, are
subject to. By claiming her own body and using it as a
way to highlight cultural conventions that suffocated the
rights of women and perpetuated chauvinism, she com-
mitted unforgivable or useless wrongdoing in the eyes
of some of the viewers. In other words, she “acted like
a woman unbridled by male authority” (Kraidy, 2016,
p. 166). Elmahdy’s selfie was an act of public transgres-
sion against patriarchal jurisdiction, even within the left-
ist political organization. With the combination of the
connoted, denoted, and linguistic messages authenti-
cating her gender, Egyptian background, and audacious
self-assertion, Elmahdy selfie and manifesto disrupted
the cultural expectations of how women, even liberal
women, must behave. They evoked “an explosive mix of
sexuality, politics, identity, and violence” through which
she “came to represent Egypt, or to be more precise an
anti-Egypt” (Kraidy, 2016, p. 167). As a result, her im-
age of unfamiliar, non-submissive, and unruly Egyptian
woman represented a challenge to culturally-normative
gender and sexuality categories inside and outside Egypt.
The negative reaction to Elmahdy’s self-portrait is
reminiscent of the reaction Benglis received after her ad
was published in Artforum. After its release, several Art-
forum associate editors announced their dismay about
Benglis’s “vulgar” actions by publishing a letter to Artfo-
rum’s editor in chief, and many feminist advocates spoke
publicly against thework calling it offensive and a perpet-
uation of female objectification and male gaze (Pound-
stone, 2011). Considering the sheer amount of female
nudity that fills the pages of magazines and walls of
art galleries and museums, not to mention the praise
those works receive for their artistic merit, the criti-
cism against Benglis and Elmahdy is paradoxical. It in-
dicates misunderstanding and rejection of both the vi-
sual, artistic display of the female body by women artists
and the inherent autonomy of their political expression:
Whereas naked female bodies in high art are culturally
registered as forms of aesthetic experience, these nude
self-designed acts in popular culture are identified as pro-
fane and obscene.
In her book The Female Nude: Art, Obscenity and Sex-
uality, Lynda Nead (1992) argues that the cultural dis-
tinction in responding to female nudity is based on the
type of cultural consumption, less dependent upon the
content of the image than on how, where, and in what
context the image is seen and who has access to it (p.
86). She adds, “Within the gallery, the female body is dis-
played as a symbol of legitimate public culture; within
the adult bookstore, its display becomes a sign of the
covert and irregular aspects of cultural consumption” (p.
101). Whereas venues such as adult bookstores or video
rooms provide a space that encourages and elicits phys-
ical reactions to the image, the gallery provides a pub-
lic, contemplative, and controlled physical environment
for consumption of nudity under the context of high art.
Nead therefore separates the depiction of female nude
in art and pornography in terms of quality, ownership,
and access.
An important point to be drawn from Nead’s analy-
sis is that once removed from the protected realm of art,
or from the thinking space of art galleries and museums,
the image of the female nude is commonly viewed by so-
ciety as a visual manifestation of promiscuity and moral
corruption, subjected to derogatory labels such as inde-
cent, shameful, and pornographic. Such inconsistency in
interpreting and responding to the human female form,
particularly when it is self-presented, explains the neg-
ative reaction to the published images of Benglis and
Elmahdy, by those who would condemn such expression
as immoral, indecent, and even unartistic.6
While online forums, tweets, and comments mostly
consisted of opposing views against Elmahdy, she did re-
ceive some level of support from individuals and groups
who viewed the image as an empowering act of resis-
tance against patriarchal control. For instance, a Kuwaiti
Twitter user (Alshamri, 2011) applauded Elmahdy for
breaking social taboos and reclaiming femininity and the
female body as a human subject instead of a shameful
sexual object that needs to be censored. In general, de-
pending on the viewers’ beliefs about female public nu-
dity and their definition of the word revolution, corre-
sponding comments demonstrated diverse and contra-
dictory opinions.
7. Polysemous Digital-Networked Images: Interpreting
the Interpreter
The conflicting reactions to Elmahdy’s selfie stem from
the image’s polysemous nature, its capacity for multiple
meanings. Considering that interpreting connoted mes-
sages is dependent upon the contextual, historical, and
social convictions the viewer applies in viewing the im-
age (Barthes, 1979, p. 206), by bringing varying degrees
of knowledge, experience, and history, Elmahdy’s local
6 For instance on November 12, 2011, Amr Abed@Anoutsider wrote “@TheMiinz i totally agree with everything you said! there is nothing artistic about
it and it’s kinda offensive tbh #NudePhotoRevolutionary”.
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and global viewers each had a distinct reading of the im-
age, independent of Elmahdy’s own sociopolitical vision
as expressed even in her accompanying caption.
When it comes to digital-networked images, the re-
lationship between the text and the image is, in fact,
complex, and it influences the process of meaning for-
mation immensely. More importantly, the emerging dy-
namic between the text and digital-networked images
further complicates the Barthesian framework for the lin-
guistic message and its two functions: anchorage and
relay. Barthes (1980) describes anchorage as “the most
common function of the linguistic message”, textual in-
formation provided by the image-maker that directs the
viewer toward a particular reading of the image (p. 275).
Relay, on the other hand, works alongside the image,
expanding on the meaning of the image to something
other than could be understood from the image alone.
In relay, text and image “stand in a complementary re-
lationship” and meaning is created through the inter-
relation between the image and text and text and im-
age (p. 275). Elmahdy’s manifesto functions as relay, ad-
vancing the image and supplying information that is not
found within it. Upon reading the text, the viewer real-
izes Elmahdy’s motives, her Egyptian background, and
her demands as an Egyptian woman within the civic up-
risings in the country.
A relay functions somewhat differently in interpre-
tations of digital-networked images disseminated in so-
cial media, however. Due to the nature of networked
communications, images generally disseminate around
the Web in the form of online comments, blog posts,
or micro-reports embedded as links alongside personal
notes or comments about the content. These additional
layers of accompanying text amplify the function of re-
lay as a gateway to the image content by inscribing view-
ers’ interpretation on the image as well. (Even though
many sites, including Twitter, now have the capacity to
directly embed images, sharing images as text-based hy-
perlinks remains a common practice—especially since
link-sharing across platforms is still widespread). The ad-
ditional circulation of textual information further com-
plicates the meaning of the image, resulting in partiality
and preconceptions about the content depicted (Kasra,
Shen, & O’Brien, 2016). The endless, perhaps immea-
surable, circulation of information on the Web not only
makes the image available to those who come from dif-
ferent backgrounds, speak different languages, and are
therefore accustomed to different cultures and ideolo-
gies, it also performs as the focal point for an evolving
participatory narrative.
Depending on the viewers’ beliefs about female pub-
lic nudity and their definition of the word revolution, cor-
responding comments on Twitter demonstrate diverse
and contradictory opinions in support or condemnation
of Elmahdy’s selfie. Themeaning of Elmahdy’s imagewas
therefore equally dependent on the multiple and imme-
diate comments that circulated on the Web in response
to it then and ever afterward.
For example, the story about the self-portrait first
broke on Twitter by a popular Egyptian human rights ac-
tivist and blogger, Ahmed Awadalla, who had close to
10,000 followers.7 Cautious about revealing Elmahdy’s
identity, and fearing for her safety, Awadalla did not
share a link to the blog post and the original image,
nor did he identify Elmahdy’s Twitter username. Instead
he wrote, “A feminist #Jan25 revolutionary posted her
nude photo on the Internet to express her freedom”
(Awadalla, 2011a). His careful choice of terms such as
feminist, revolutionary, express, and freedom, defined
a context through which his Twitter followers preemp-
tively interpreted Elmahdy’s activism prior to witnessing
the image. Awadalla’s description could have influenced
viewers’ reading and helped to frame their response to it.
As follow up, Awadalla later posted on Twitter: “So to
sum up, some see #NudePhotoRevolutionary as progres-
sive & brave, others see Harem, 3eeb [sic] & harms rev-
olutionaries image! Any comments?” (Awadalla, 2011b).
Doing so, Awadalla additionally framed Elmahdy’s selfie
in a way that viewers were invited to comment on her
personal act—her decision to appear naked in front of
the camera—without having to witness the image it-
self. Even the Twitter hashtag #NudePhotoRevolution-
ary, which Awadalla created to direct the forthcoming
traffic in response to the photograph, provoked contro-
versial reactions among the viewers due to the pairing
of the words “nude” and “revolutionary”.8
8. Derivatives, Re-Appropriations and the Political
Force of Participatory Narratives
Digital-networked images cultivate autonomous and per-
sonalized approaches to citizen participation and enable
viewers to shape and reshape the meaning of these vi-
sual actions by embedding their own stories, viewpoints,
values, and histories into the subsequent narratives. The
meaning of the digital-networked image thus becomes
tightly related to its derivatives and re-appropriations
that expand the scope of its sociopolitical reach glob-
ally and exponentially. The emergence of the digital-
networked image thereby sets forth the participatory
narrative as a new and additional category of meaning
expansive of the Barthesian semiotic model put forward
in “The Rhetoric of the Image” (linguistic, connoted, and
denoted) (1980). This kind of poststructuralist partici-
patory narrative conveys the evolving textual narratives
and visual derivatives that social media dwellers dissemi-
nate in response to a digital-networked image. Themean-
ing of the 21st century image is therefore not only depen-
7 Writing mostly about issues surrounding human rights, gender, health, and sexuality, on his blog space “Rebel with a Cause”, Awadalla describes his
writings as “an attempt to explore not-so-often-discussed taboo issues in Egypt”.
8 Twitter hashtags allow users to form communities of people interested in the same topic by making it easier for them to find and share related
information.
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dent upon what the content depicts (its indexicality) or
the indexation it provides. Rather, it arises from, or is con-
tingent upon, the evolving social construction it inspires
for as long as the image exists and is distributed.
Elmahdy’s selfie offered as an easy-to-personalize
connective action that other participants replicated, ap-
propriated, or adapted when voicing their own opin-
ions. With easier access to image-making and image-
sharing technologies, viewers responded to themessage
conveyed in her nude selfie by creating corresponding
remixed visual content ranging from selfies to other vi-
sual meaning-laden derivatives. Functioning as an ever-
changing unifying symbol, Elmahdy’s nude selfie gener-
ated a sense of collective identity among many partici-
pants. Using the topical hashtag #NudePhotoRevolution-
ary on Twitter and Instagram, or submitting their images
to Elmahdy’s Facebook page, supporters co-create and
perpetuate the discourse by building upon and advanc-
ing the meaning of the nude selfie and its associated nar-
ratives. (Elmahdy began showcasing these images on her
blog and in her Facebook album and titled them “Nude
Art”). For instance, a contributor remixed a close-up of
Elmahdy’s face upon the historical photo-based work of
the established feminist artist Barbara Kruger (1989). The
remixed composition reminds the viewer that women’s
social struggle against power, patriarchy, and male con-
trol has been an ongoing battle. Kruger created the orig-
inal artwork for a 1989 march in Washington, DC, in
support of women’s reproductive rights and particularly
their right to abortion.
Kruger’s work depicts a black and white imagery of
a woman’s face vertically split in two halves, combined
with bold, red blocks of text running across the com-
position. Dividing the image into two parts, she keeps
the right half in positive while she inverts the other half
into a negative image. The play with positive and nega-
tive spaces is to bring attention to the binary oppositions
Figure 2. Composition submitted to Elmahdy’s blog “A
Rebel’s Diary” by online supporters who remixed a close-
up of Elmahdy’s face upon the historical photo-based
work of the established artist Barbara Kruger (2011).
around concepts such as good/bad, whore/Madonna,
private/public existing and operating in society. By writ-
ing the phrase “Your Body is a Battleground” in bold
red font across the black and white composition, Kruger
speaks about women’s constant struggle over their so-
cial rights, andmen’s ongoing control over women’s bod-
ies and reproductive rights as a way to sustain patriarchy.
Cleverly, the remix version replaces the female portrait
Kruger used in the original composition with that of
Elmahdy while keeping the other parts intact (Figure 2).
In many ways the remix demonstrates how women’s is-
sues are universal and not limited to certain regions or a
certain period, and by doing so expands on the message
conveyed by Elmahdy’s image alone.
Other contributors reenacted Elmahdy’s self-portrait
to show solidarity and to re-contextualize the image
within their own social, political, and cultural circum-
stances. Participants in these visual campaigns inter-
twined Elmahdy’s rebellious approach into their own
unique statements. Enacting the scene, they retold the
story of oppression based on their personal experience.
For example, Israeli activist Or Tepler created a Facebook
event inviting women, regardless of their religion or sex-
ual orientation, to show their solidarity “in a non-violent
and legitimate way” to a woman “who is just like us—
young, ambitious, full of dreams and evidently has a de-
veloped sense of humor” (Kais, 2011). Dozens of women
responded to Tepler’s call by posing nude in a group im-
age, holding signs that read, “Love without Limits”, and
“Homage to Aliaa Elmahdy. Sisters in Israel”. The digital-
networked image was later covered by news media re-
ports around the world (Figure 3).
Similarly, to honor Elmahdy and in celebration of In-
ternational Women’s Day, Iranian-born secular-feminist
and activist Maryam Namazie (2011) published her
“Nude Photo Revolutionaries Calendar” (Figure 4). Like
Tepler, Namazie (2011) launched an online image-based
protest in solidarity with Elmahdy inviting women from
around the world to post nude self-portraits on Twit-
ter under the hashtag #NudePhotoRevolutionary. The
accumulation of these images indicates that Elmahdy’s
personalized political action resonated with others with
shared ideology even outside Egypt, and inspired other
women to individualize her political act using imagery as
a way to come together and transmit their ownmessage.
The user-generated content responding to Elmahdy’s
digital-networked image varied in style and approach;
their own dissemination of it on social media broadened
its reach, as well. Gradually, Elmahdy’s selfie began func-
tioning less as a symbol of an Egyptian woman on a per-
sonal quest to free herself from social constraints, and
more as part of an ongoing and overarching narrative
compiled of the viewers’ own stories, experiences, opin-
ions, and participatory media content.
While supporters used participatory visual deriva-
tives to endorse Elmahdy for raising awareness against
misogynistic censorship, viewers with opposing view-
points also used digital-networked images to scoff at
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Figure 3. Israeli women posing nude “Love without Limits” and “Homage to Aliaa Elmahdy Sisters in Israel” (2011).
her and divert her message. In effect, they used the
same participatory tool and approach the supporters
used to endorse Elmahdy in order tomock and reject her.
Figure 4. Secular-Feminist Maryam Namazie in her
“Nude Photo Revolutionaries Calendar” published in sup-
port of Elmahdy (2011).
For instance, in late November, 2011, reports surfaced
around theWeb that Elmahdy has been beaten in Cairo’s
Tahrir Square where demonstrators had been rallying
against the Egyptian regime for months. The reports
even referred to a YouTube video clip that showed a
young female protester being pushed and beaten by an
angry crowd (Taghyer, 2011) (Figure 5). Despite the fact
that the video never showed a close up of themistreated
woman, and therefore made it impossible to identify her
as Elmahdy, the false report scattered around the Web
very quickly (Mezzofiore, 2011). Even after Elmahdy an-
nounced in an interview that she was actually in hiding
and was not in Tahrir Square during that incident, the ru-
mor kept circulating, generating especially furious reac-
tions (CyberDissidents, 2011).
Figure 5. A falsely attributed image that appears to de-
pict a deceased woman bearing a resemblance to Aliaa
Elmahdy. False rumors about Elmahdy’s death continued
to spread online supported in part by this image, Decem-
ber, 2011. Source: Unknown.
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In a different incident in December, 2011, two soon-
to-be disputed images of Elmahdy surfaced on Twitter.
They both depicted a medium shot of a woman from the
chest up lying on a hospital stretcher with hermouth and
neck covered in blood. While the woman in the picture
bore a resemblance to Elmahdy, the lowquality of the im-
ages and the blood on the woman’s face made it impos-
sible to identify her. Nonetheless the two images contin-
ued to spread online with captions and comments such
as “Aliaa Elmahdy dead” or “Aliaa Elmahdy killed”, creat-
ing passionate debates among thosewho either believed
she deserved death for inciting indecency and insulting
Islam, and those who used the pictures to condemn the
Egyptian government and Islamic practices.9
9. Conclusion
Analyzing Elmahdy’s 2011 politically-infused selfie re-
veals a new means through which underrepresented
minorities may find a voice on a global scale, and in
spite of repressive state laws and sovereign jurisdictions.
Elmahdy’s self-possession and image-based, defiant self-
expression starkly highlights the autonomous and partici-
patory nature of the digital-network image and its role in
perpetuating activism. It also reveals themeans bywhich
the digital-networked image inspires endless permuta-
tions of new image expressions and re-appropriations in
the viewers.
The use of digital-networked imagery enabled
Elmahdy and her supporters to raise their political voice
amidst heated turmoil in Egypt. Their image-based polit-
ical action challenged their national identity and consti-
tuted a great threat to patriarchal jurisdiction. Whether
Elmahdy knowingly established her non-state political
agency using a selfie or whether she expected such level
of support or backlash against her photographic action
will forever remain unknown. What’s certain, however,
is that the digital-networked image that the world wit-
nessed in the fall of 2011 neither corresponds with the
stereotyped depictions of Egyptian women by the West-
ern media, nor fits the model of the ideal woman pro-
moted by the Arab world. The woman represented in
that digital-networked image was anything but closeted,
silent, subordinate or submissive, and her appearance
and determination appeared to be far from the Islamic
ideal of female identity. Digital-networked images en-
abled Elmahdy, and later her global supporters, to un-
fold a new era of feminine identity and political partici-
pation in the Arab world, providing them with a means
of resistance against well-established cultural and social
inequalities. Albeit like most social media movements
this resistance was transient and infused with conse-
quences and risks. In fact, facing death threats from
Islamist extremists for disgracing Islam and Muslims,
Elmahdy eventually was forced to flee Egypt and live
in exile (Würger, 2013).
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